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 A mind is a symbolic information processor which functions, when it 
functions by binary recursion. The mind is the most powerful life support 
system possible when it is functional. If you are reading this close to the 
date it is written, you, the reader are provably not mentally functional. 
You are proto-linguistic and very easily provably so.  

So, here is a very simple method of testing yourself. Let us define a 
thing, any thing at all. Every possible thing has two and only two 
characteristics common with every other thing. Every thing has a shape, 
a limit, a boundary, and between its boundaries is some material 
difference, or again, some relative difference. This means that every thing 
is expressible in a binary expression. A thing is also called a unit, a 
group, or a relative constrained by correlatives. In common grammar, 
Plato is accredited with calling them a noun and a verb, also, the 
elements of a thing.  

If you could read the Bible, it tells you that mankind would be 
illiterate, unable to even read or understand it, until after a pure 
language is introduced to mankind on a global basis affording mankind 
global communication.  

Now, does a computer process all information, any system of grammar, 
and can it control any machine whatsoever using simple binary 
recursion? Yes it can.  

Every possible system of grammar, every behavior, is expressible using 
binary recursion; stop, go, stop; absolute, relative, absolute. In short, 
every perceptible thing can be virtualized and expressed in grammar 
systems as binary information processing systems. According to the 
proofs available to you, have you ever seen a grammar book teaching 
grammar as simple binary recursion?  



Being literate, knowing judgment, the ability to prophesize, are all 
synonyms.  

By binary recursion, you can only produced exactly four foundation 
grammar systems; Common Grammar, Arithmetic, Algebra and 
Geometry. These form a grammar matrix, the second matrix one has to 
pass through to become a sapient individual, to know judgment. Do you 
know them as binary grammar systems which are capable of cross 
checking, verification, virtualization, by which your behavior is guided by 
judgment or not? You don’t know them.  

Think about it. What are you going to do now? Continue thinking and 
speaking gibberish while your behavior is that of a savage, or are you 
going to do something to change it?  

Can a dysfunctional computer do its job? Can an illiterate person judge 
right from wrong?  

Throughout history, certain sources have been informing mankind that 
the function of a mind is accomplished by paralleling the perceptible with 
the intelligible. Patanjali called it parallel walking and used the metaphor 
of a yoke. Stupid people turned the essay into yoga. Plato called it 
dialectic, speaking by two together, and stupid people called his work 
philosophy, an opinion. The Bible is using it to lead humanity into 
becoming mentally functional; it is part of guided evolution and first 
contact protocol. It examples it in a main metaphor as Adam and Eve; a 
Conjugate Binary Pair which, by complete induction and deduction, 
produces the human race, and again, A Conjugate Binary Pair, which by 
complete induction and deduction, produces all judgments which allow a 
mankind salvation. Stupid people call it religion from mystical gods and 
spirits.  

But, you have before you, a computer, which is proving your illiteracy 
every time you turn it on, and it has no use for that ability. You do. Your 



own illiteracy has enslaved you all your life. Now people are using the 
computer to enslave you even deeper. What are you going to do about it? 
Throw a fit? Or learn? Are you going to blame the world, or blame the 
truth, you are stupid and only you can change it. Are you going to run to 
the mentally dysfunctional false prophets, or are you going to commit 
yourself to self-inflicted therapy by becoming a child again and trying to 
learn how to think and act like a civilized human being? Are you going to 
learn your job as a functional mind, or remain the pathetic creature you 
are and are all around you?  

Where is your salvation, the most powerful life support system 
possible, the mind, or the gibberish of fools? Are you going to learn how 
to count in the four specific ways binary provides, or die an idiot? Your 
degree of mental malfunction will determine your answer, not the 
parasites who feed upon you every day.  

Two together from Patanjali to Plato, to the Bible, to the definition of a 
thing, to your own biology, to geometry, to the computer: Every thing you 
see and experience is telling you, you are illiterate and being illiterate, 
you are mentally dysfunctional. Who can change that? Are you going to 
look for magic and mysticism, or learn how to count?  
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